Secure industrial inventory
management solution
that enables customers
to effectively manage and
control their inventory
and assets. iVendSecure
gives you 24/7 point of use
availability of rationed items
for specified users.

Secure inventory management
iVendSecure provides a scalable
and cost-effective solution for the
secure management of a wide range
of high and low usage items such as
PPE and MRO consumables. The high
capacity rotary format provides a very
economical cost per location solution.
iVendSecure is linked to Inventor-e’s Sourcerer
cloud-based inventory management platform,
which can be accessed anywhere, anytime
providing access to reports and real-time
management information.
See how iVendSecure can transform your stores
management by getting in touch with one of our advisors.

tfc.eu.com

enquiries@tfc.eu.com | (+44) 01435 866011

iVend Secure at a glance
With 13 large internal compartments
and capacity for 936 individual items,
iVend Secure is an ideal where space
is limited but the need for managing
a large number of different items is
essential.

• Bin Type E: 470mm x 270mm x 188mm

• Overall
	
Dimensions: 1900mm(H), 1030mm(W),
1030mm(D)
• 	
Number of levels: 13
• Door Dimensions: 85mm(H), 170mm(W)
• Max Locations: 702 / 936 with bins

How secure industrial inventory vending works for you
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User logs in

3

	
Authorised
user logs into the system and selects
required item and quantity.
2

Item dispensed

	Automatically relocked
 ser opens the indicated location, obtains required
U
items and closes the cover which is automatically
relocked.

 he drum rotates to the correct location and the
T
user is directed to the correct compartment using
high brightness LED’s.

Industrial vending with enterprise level
security and extensive features
A scalable and cost-effective solution for the secure management of a wide
range of high and low usage items such as PPE and MRO consumables.
Low to high volume

Configurable

iVend Secure is available in 6 variations providing between
36 and 936 secure compartments in a single unit.

Each drum can be configured to provide columns of two
different widths.

Secure returns capability

Efficiency

iVend Secure has an easy and secure returns capability,
controlling access to a single compartment.

Multiple compartments can be selected in a single
transaction minimising the time required to manage large
volumes of stock.

Security
The compartments in iVend Secure are hidden from view
behind sturdy sliding doors and can withstand vigorous
operation.

Traceability
Sourcerer software provides a complete audit trail
allowing the company to know who, when, where and
why about the usage of any item within the systems.
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